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Abstract 36 

Hippocampal CA1 place cell spatial maps are known to alter their firing properties in 37 

response to contextual fear conditioning—a process called ‘remapping’. In the present 38 

study, we use chronic calcium imaging to examine remapping during fear retrieval and 39 

extinction of an inhibitory avoidance task in mice of both sexes over an extended period 40 

of time and with thousands of neurons. We demonstrate that hippocampal ensembles 41 

encode space at a finer scale following fear memory acquisition. This effect is strongest 42 

near the shock grid. We also characterize the long-term effects of shock on place cell 43 

ensemble stability, demonstrating that shock delivery induces a several days of high 44 

fear and low between-session place field stability, followed by a new, stable spatial 45 

representation that appears after fear extinction. Finally, we identify a novel group of 46 

CA1 neurons that robustly encode freeze behavior independently from spatial location. 47 

Thus, following fear acquisition, hippocampal CA1 place cells sharpen their spatial 48 

tuning and dynamically change spatial encoding stability throughout fear learning and 49 

extinction. 50 

 51 

Significance Statement 52 

The hippocampus contains place cells that encode an animal’s location. This spatial 53 

code updates, or remaps, in response to environmental change. It is known that 54 

contextual fear can induce such remapping; in the present study, we use chronic 55 

calcium imaging to examine inhibitory avoidance-induced remapping over an extended 56 

period of time and with thousands of neurons and demonstrate that hippocampal 57 

ensembles encode space at a finer scale following electric shock, an effect which is 58 
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enhanced by threat proximity. We also identify a novel group of freeze behavior-59 

activated neurons. These results suggest that, more than merely shuffling their spatial 60 

code following threat exposure, place cells enhance their spatial coding with the 61 

possible benefit of improved threat localization. 62 

 63 

Introduction 64 

The hippocampal CA1 region contains neurons that fire in response to specific locations 65 

of an environment (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky 1971), which are often stable across days. 66 

(Wilson and McNaughton 1993; Muller and Kubie 1987; Thompson and Best 1990; 67 

Kinsky et al. 2018; Gonzalez et al. 2019). It is thought that place cells may assist in the 68 

recognition of, and discrimination between, different environmental contexts (Phillips 69 

and LeDoux 1994; Frankland et al. 1998; Latuske et al. 2017). 70 

 71 

Place cell ensembles have been shown to update, or remap, their firing properties 72 

based on both changes in the physical layout of the environment and other salient 73 

features. Remapping can occur on a global scale, such that place cell ensembles pre- 74 

and post-manipulation are orthogonal (O’Keefe and Conway 1978; Muller and Kubie 75 

1987; Thompson and Best 1989; Kubie and Muller 1991; S. Leutgeb et al. 2005; Alme 76 

et al. 2014). Large manipulations are required to induce global remapping, such as a 77 

drastic change of enclosure shape or distal cues. Remapping may also occur on a 78 

partial scale and appear as an incomplete change in place cell firing maps (spatial 79 

remapping) and/or firing rate (rate remapping). This could result from a change in the 80 

color or odor of an enclosure (Anderson and Jeffery 2003; Wood, Dudchenko, and 81 
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Eichenbaum 1999), or a more incremental change of enclosure shape (J. K. Leutgeb et 82 

al. 2005). This process may allow for the independent hippocampal representation of 83 

spatial position and other salient contextual cues. 84 

 85 

Threat exposure may also cause both spatial and rate remapping; such changes have 86 

been induced by electric shock (Moita et al. 2004; Wu et al. 2017), a predatory robot 87 

(Kim et al. 2015), and exposure to predator urine (Wang et al. 2012, 2015). However, 88 

several important questions remain unanswered, despite the pioneering contributions of 89 

these works. How does the activity of the same cells change during fear acquisition and 90 

extinction remapping over the course of a long period of time? Do hippocampal cells 91 

encode fear-induced behaviors such as freezing? Does spatial information content 92 

change following fear acquisition in a way that reflects the place cell’s distance to the 93 

threat? To address these issues, we obtained chronic recordings of large CA1 94 

ensembles, allowing us to track how activity of the same cells changes during fear 95 

acquisition and extinction across a span of multiple days. 96 

 97 

Materials and Methods 98 

Subjects. All procedures conformed to guidelines established by the National Institutes 99 

of Health and have been approved by the University of California, Los Angeles 100 

Institutional Animal Care. 101 

 102 

Mice. C57BL/6N mice were used for all experiments. Male and female mice between 4-103 

6 months of age were used in all experiments. Mice were maintained on a 12-hour 104 
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reverse light-dark cycle with food and water ad libitum. All mice were handled for a 105 

minimum of 5 days prior to any behavioral task. 106 

 107 

Viral Vectors. AAV9.Syn.GCaMP6f.WPRE.SV40 virus (titer: 1.40 × 1013 GC/ml) was 108 

purchased from Penn Vector Core. 109 

 110 

Surgeries. Surgical methods were similar to those reported elsewhere (Cai et al. 2016). 111 

Briefly, mice were unilaterally injected with 500 nl of AAV9.Syn.GCaMP6f.WPRE.SV40 112 

virus at 60nl/min into the dorsal CA1 at the stereotactic coordinates −2.1 mm posterior 113 

to bregma, 1.6 mm lateral to midline and −1.60 mm ventral to skull surface. Following 5 114 

days of recovery, a microendoscope was implanted above the injection site. The 115 

microendoscope (GRIN lens, 0.25 pitch, 0.50 NA, 1.8 mm in diameter, Edmund Optics) 116 

was placed above the CA1 region of the hippocampus by stereotaxic arm at a depth of 117 

1.35 mm, ventral to the skull surface. Two skull screws were placed and the lens was 118 

secured with cyanoacrylate glue and dental cement. The exposed end of the GRIN lens 119 

was protected with transparent Kwik-seal glue and animals were returned to a clean 120 

cage. Two weeks later, a small aluminum base plate was cemented onto the animal’s 121 

head atop the previously formed dental cement. 122 

 123 

Behavior and miniscope video capture. All videos were recorded at 30 frames/sec using 124 

a Logitech HD C310 webcam and custom-built head-mounted UCLA miniscope 125 

(Aharoni and Hoogland 2019). Open-source UCLA Miniscope software and hardware 126 
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(http://miniscope.org/) were used to capture and synchronize neural and behavioral 127 

video. 128 

 129 

Perfusion and histological verification. Mice were anesthetized with Fatal-Plus and 130 

transcardially perfused with phosphate buffered saline followed by a solution of 4% 131 

paraformaldehyde. Extracted brains were stored for 12 hours at 4°C in 4% 132 

paraformaldehyde. Brains were then placed in sucrose for a minimum of 24 hours. 133 

Brains were sectioned in the coronal plane in a cryostat, washed in phosphate buffered 134 

saline and mounted on glass slides using PVA-DABCO. Images were acquired using a 135 

Keyence BZ-X fluorescence microscope with a 10 or 20X air objective.  136 

 137 

Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis: 138 

Full grid assay. All measurements are written as length x width x height in cm. Mice 139 

were placed in an empty open field (63 x 10 x 40 cm) for a period of 10 minutes. To 140 

encourage the formation of stable place fields, local cues were provided in the form of 141 

colored tape along the walls of the enclosure. Four separately controllable shock grids 142 

were positioned across the length of the floor. On the seventh recording day, a series of 143 

ten 2-second 0.4 mA footshocks were delivered at pseudo-random intervals to the 144 

occupied shock grid. The first five shocks were exclusively delivered on the corner 145 

grids. The sixth, seventh and eighth shocks were delivered on the middle grids. The last 146 

two shocks were delivered on the corner grids. So that all shocks were delivered, the 147 

total duration of these sessions varied from 10 to 12 minutes. This procedure was used 148 

so that the animals received shocks throughout the enclosure, associating the entire 149 
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environment, rather than a subsection, with shocks. For better spatial sampling, shocks 150 

were preferentially targeted to the corner grids, as mice innately prefer these areas. By 151 

rendering the corners less safe, we aimed to encourage exploration of the entire 152 

enclosure. Recording then continued, without shock, for six more days for 10-minute 153 

sessions each. A total of 6 mice were used (n=6 males). 154 

 155 

Local grid assay. Mice were placed in an empty open field (63 x 10 x 40 cm) for a period 156 

of 10 minutes. Similar to the full grid assay, local cues were provided in the form of 157 

colored tape along the walls of the enclosure. A single shock grid was placed at the 158 

extreme end of the enclosure. On the seventh recording day, the grid was activated, 159 

such that a 0.4 mA footshock was delivered for 2 seconds whenever the mouse fully 160 

entered the grid zone. Recording then continued, without shock, for nine more days. A 161 

total of 8 mice were analyzed (n=5 males; n=3 females). One mouse was excluded due 162 

to insufficient avoidance of the shock grid following shock delivery. 163 

 164 

Control (no-shock) assay.  The control assay was identical to the full and local grid 165 

assays, with the exception that no shock grids were used. A total of 4 mice were used 166 

(n=4 males).  167 

 168 

Behavioral quantification. To extract the pose of freely-behaving mice in the described 169 

assays, we implemented DeepLabCut (Mathis et al. 2018), an open-source 170 

convolutional neural network-based toolbox, to identify mouse nose, ear and tailbase 171 

xy-coordinates in each recorded video frame. These coordinates were then used to 172 
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calculate speed and position at each time point, as well as classify freezing behavior in 173 

an automated manner using custom Matlab scripts. Freezing was defined as epochs 174 

when head and tailbase velocities fall below 0.25 cm/sec for a period of 0.33 sec. The 175 

durations of all freezing episodes within a session were summed to calculate the total 176 

freeze duration. Stretch-attend posture was defined as epochs when the distance from 177 

mouse nose to tail base exceeded a minimum threshold for a period of 0.5 sec. 178 

Locomotion bouts were defined as periods in which head speed exceeded 1 cm/s for a 179 

period of 0.5 sec and the beginning and end head locations were greater than 2 cm 180 

apart. 181 

 182 

Miniscope postprocessing and coregistration. Miniscope videos were motion-corrected 183 

using the open-source UCLA miniscope analysis package 184 

(https://github.com/daharoni/Miniscope_Analysis) (Aharoni et al. 2018). They were 185 

spatially downsampled by a factor of two and temporally downsampled by a factor of 186 

four, and the cell footprints and activity were extracted and calcium events deconvolved 187 

using the open-source package Constrained Nonnegative Matrix Factorization for 188 

microEndoscopic data (CNMF-E; https://github.com/zhoupc/CNMF_E) (Zhou et al. 189 

2016).  Neurons were coregistered across sessions using the open-source probabilistic 190 

modeling package CellReg (https://github.com/zivlab/CellReg) (Sheintuch et al. 2017).   191 

 192 

Place maps. Given that calcium events are indirect estimates of neural activity, we 193 

inferred spike times through deconvolution. Inferred spikes, hereafter referred to as 194 

‘calcium events,’ were deconvolved from calcium activity using the OASIS algorithm 195 
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(Friedrich, Zhou, and Paninski 2017) included with CNMF-E. Deconvolved calcium 196 

events were spatially binned into 3x3 cm pixels and normalized by total occupancy, 197 

generating a rate map, or the event rate of each neuron at each binned location. Bins 198 

occupied for less than 5 samples were excluded from the analysis, as were periods of 199 

freeze behavior. To control for the possible behavioral confound of decreased post-200 

shock speed, we included only samples for which mouse speed was between 0.5 and 201 

2.6 cm/s, as the mean speed and number of included samples within this range was not 202 

significantly different between baseline and extinction epochs. Rate maps were 203 

smoothed by convolution with a gaussian kernel (5 x 5 bins, 1 s.d. = 0.85 bins or 2.55 204 

cm).  205 

 206 

Place cell properties. Only samples with speed between 0.5 and 2.6 cm/s were used to 207 

calculate the following place cell measures (see Place maps section in Materials and 208 

Methods).  Mean event rate was defined as the total number of calcium events divided 209 

by the number of behavioral samples. Place field size was measured by the number of 210 

rate map bins contiguous with the peak rate bin and exceeding the mean rate by more 211 

than 1.5 SD. 212 

 213 

A standard information-theoretic approach (Skaggs, McNaughton, and Gothard 1993) 214 

was applied to the rate map of each cell to determine its spatial information content in 215 

bits/event. To be classified as a place cell, a neuron had to (1) exceed 0.2 bits/event 216 

and (2) exhibit more than 5 calcium events over the course of the session. Moreover, 217 

the information content of each place cell had to (3) exceed 95% of a bootstrapped 218 
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distribution. To build this distribution, calcium event times were randomized and the 219 

spatial information content was calculated over 1000 iterations for each cell. 220 

 221 

We performed two analyses on the full grid dataset to address the concern that unequal 222 

spatial sampling, pre- and post-shock, could potentially drive our results: 223 

(1) We recalculated our main place field firing properties on a subsampled dataset, for 224 

which an equal number of samples was included from the left and right sides of the 225 

enclosure for each session (Fig. 3A). 226 

(2) We used the binned occupancy map along the length of the enclosure to calculate 227 

Sarle’s bimodality coefficient (Ellison 1987)—the degree of bimodality within each 228 

session (Fig. 3B): 229 

 230 

Bimodality coefficient = (skewness2 + 1) / kurtosis, 231 

 232 

where skewness and kurtosis are the third and fourth standardized moment of the 233 

distribution, respectively.  234 

 235 

skewness = E(([X-μ]/Σ)^3) 236 

kurtosis = E(([X-μ]/Σ)^4) 237 

 238 

We then calculated the Spearman correlation between these values and the mean 239 

event rate, place field size and spatial information content separately for all pre-shock 240 

and post-shock sessions (Fig. 3C). 241 
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 242 

Place cell property cross-epoch comparison. To statistically compare place cell firing 243 

properties between baseline and extinction (Ext) epochs, all place cells that 244 

coregistered between baseline sessions 4-6 and Ext sessions 8-10, 11-13, or 14-16 245 

(local grid only) were considered. For cells that coregistered across more than one 246 

baseline or Ext session, only the values for sessions closest in time were considered. 247 

When comparing place field firing properties between the left and right sides of the local 248 

grid and control assays, the same closest-in-time criterion was used. Moreover, to be 249 

included in the left/right analysis, place cells had to maintain their place field centers on 250 

either the left or right side of the enclosure from baseline to Ext. 251 

 252 

Classification of stable place cells. A place cell was considered stable across 253 

contiguous sessions if it both fulfilled place cell criteria for neighboring sessions and 254 

exhibited a place field center shift of less than 5 cm. 255 

 256 

Rate map correlation analysis. To determine the place field similarity between sessions, 257 

the rate maps of all coregistered place cells were considered. The Pearson correlation 258 

(r) was calculated for corresponding rate map bins across all mice. If a bin had 259 

inadequate sampling (< 5 samples) in either session, it was excluded from the 260 

correlation analysis (Fig. 6A-C). 261 

 262 

Freeze cell classification. To classify CA1 cells as freeze-encoding, we used a 263 

generalized linear model (GLM) to identify cells that showed increases in calcium 264 
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activity during freeze behavior. The model was fit to the activity of each cell, with freeze 265 

indices as the predictor variable and freeze coefficient as the measure of fit. Freeze 266 

onset times were consistently rolled by multiples of 2-second intervals and a bootstrap 267 

distribution built from the resulting GLM coefficients. A cell was considered a freeze cell 268 

if its coefficient exceeded 95% of the bootstrap coefficient values. We chose to train the 269 

GLM on dF/F, rather than deconvolved activity, because (1) the slow decay of the 270 

calcium signal allows for neural activity preceding freeze behavior to contribute towards 271 

the linear model of that behavior, (2) there is a convention to do so in the calcium 272 

imaging literature (Engelhard et al. 2019; Pinto et al. 2019) and (3) using the calcium 273 

activity directly, we avoid any underlying assumptions of the deconvolution procedure. 274 

 275 

Percent freeze cells activated during freeze behavior at multiple locations. To calculate 276 

this percentage, freeze bouts were categorized by the quarter of the enclosure in which 277 

they occurred (Fig. 9D-E). Only sessions for which freeze occurred at multiple locations 278 

(fraction of total freeze bouts to occur at freeze location mode < 0.7) were considered. 279 

Moreover, only freeze cells active for at least 3 freeze events were included in the 280 

analysis. If a freeze cell was active within +/- 1 second of freeze onset in at least two 281 

different quarters of the enclosure for a given session, it contributed to this percentage. 282 

 283 

Putative sharp wave ripple classification. Multiunit activity was used to define putative 284 

sharp wave ripples as any sample whose calcium event count exceeded the mean by 285 

greater than 3 standard deviations (Davidson, Kloosterman, and Wilson 2009). 286 

 287 
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Statistics. Significance values are included in the figure legends. Unless otherwise 288 

noted, all statistical comparisons were performed by either nonparametric Wilcoxon 289 

rank-sum or signed-rank tests. Standard error of the mean was plotted in each figure as 290 

an estimate of variation of the mean. Multiple comparisons were addressed with the 291 

false discovery rate method when necessary. All statistical analyses were performed 292 

using custom Matlab scripts. 293 

 294 

Data accessibility: Data is available upon request. 295 

 296 

Results 297 

Inhibitory avoidance assay induced long term avoidance response while allowing 298 

detection of place cell activity across days 299 

To determine the effects of fear acquisition on hippocampal spatial representations, we 300 

performed the experiment in a relatively large enclosure (63x10x30 cm) which both 301 

allowed for enough space to assess hippocampal spatial representations and provided 302 

ample room for escape runs. The floor consisted of four independently-controllable 303 

shock grids. Mice were allowed to freely explore the environment for a period of 10 304 

min/day over the course of 6 days. Fear acquisition occurred on day 7, when ten 0.4 mA 305 

footshocks lasting 2 s each were delivered at least 21 s apart. To dissociate the shock 306 

from a specific area of the enclosure and thereby avoid a stronger negative association 307 

with a particular location in the environment, shocks were distributed across the four 308 

separate shock grids, each covering a quarter of the enclosure (see Methods). The 309 

acquisition session was followed by 6 extinction sessions (Fig. 1A). Total path length 310 
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decreased (Fig. 1B), as did speed (not shown, as this is linearly related to path length). 311 

However, while the speed was lower in the corner than center quadrants, the speed 312 

profiles were maintained across quadrants from baseline to extinction 2. Freezing 313 

duration and the number of stretch-attend postures increased for several days following 314 

shock delivery (Fig. 1B-1C). It is important to note that, though we did observe a 315 

statistically significant increase in fear-induced freeze bouts, the change was smaller 316 

than usually observed in traditional fear conditioning assays. This was by design–the 317 

dimensions of the full grid enclosure were larger than those of conventional fear 318 

conditioning boxes, thus encouraging more exploratory behavior and better spatial 319 

sampling. 320 

 321 

Throughout each session, calcium activity was recorded by a head-mounted camera 322 

(Aharoni and Hoogland 2019). Individual neurons were identified using CNMFe (Zhou et 323 

al. 2016) and coregistered across days using CellReg (Sheintuch et al. 2017) (Fig. 1D-324 

1F). A total of 4877 neurons were recorded from all mice during all sessions. On 325 

average, 219 place cells were recorded during each session from each mouse (see 326 

Methods for place cell criteria; Fig. 1G-H). We determined that 365 neurons were active 327 

across all analyzed sessions, and 2134 neurons were active across half of these 328 

sessions. Across contiguous full grid sessions, 12.82% +/- 1.64 of place cells exhibited 329 

stable place fields. (Stable place fields were defined as those which both fulfilled place 330 

cell criteria and exhibited a place field center shift of less than 5 cm for neighboring 331 

sessions.) 332 

 333 
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Inhibitory avoidance assay altered place cell firing properties relative to control 334 

We excluded all freeze epochs and restricted our analysis to samples within the same 335 

speed range in all sessions (see Methods) such that mean speed and number of 336 

analyzed samples were not significantly different between baseline and extinction 337 

epochs. Following shock day, place cells exhibited a decrease in mean event rate and 338 

place field size (examples in Fig. 2A-2B). These changes cannot be explained by 339 

unequal sampling of the environment across sessions (Figure 3; see Methods). The 340 

change from baseline in mean rate and place field size for coregistered cells showed 341 

nonsignificant correlations (Fig. 2C), indicating these metrics independently affect cell 342 

activity. Moreover, a decrease in place field size did not necessarily lead to an increase 343 

in spatial information content; the change in place field size and spatial information 344 

content for coregistered cells from baseline to extinction 1 or 2 showed a low 345 

correlation, and in the opposite direction this would suggest (Fig. 2D). 346 

 347 

Across all recorded place cells, we observed a significant decrease from baseline in 348 

mean event rate and place field size (Fig. 2E), a robust effect maintained through 349 

extinction and not observed in the control data (Fig. 2G). These changes were 350 

accompanied by a significant increase in spatial information content across extinction 351 

epochs. While the control data show a modest 0.08 bits/event increase in spatial 352 

information content by the second extinction epoch, the corresponding full grid data 353 

show a greater increase of 0.13 bits/event (Fig 2E,2G, right). Even when excluding the 354 

place cells that show a decrease in place field size from baseline to extinction 1 or 2, 355 
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there is still a significant increase in spatial information content for both extinction 356 

epochs (Fig. 2F). 357 

 358 

To determine if shock-induced changes in spatial sampling could bias these place cell 359 

firing properties, we performed a series of analyses. First, to see if this effect was due to 360 

uneven sampling on the left and right sides of the enclosure, we recalculated these 361 

results on a subsampled dataset, such that an equal number of samples was included 362 

from the left and right sides of the enclosure per session (see Methods). The results 363 

(Fig. 3A) are nearly indistinguishable from the original findings (Fig. 2E). Moreover, the 364 

bimodality coefficient for all preshock sessions (see Methods; Fig. 3B) did not 365 

significantly correlate with our main measures, indicating they are not affected by 366 

uneven sampling across the enclosure (Fig. 3C). To address the possibility that reduced 367 

spatial sampling could explain this change in place field size (i.e. fewer spatial samples 368 

may result in a smaller place field), we calculated the correlation between this measure 369 

and the percent occupancy at each place field center, from baseline to Ext 1 epochs. 370 

These measures were essentially uncorrelated (Spearman r = 0.085). 371 

 372 

We further calculated the change in place field size and spatial information content with 373 

the more typical speed range of greater than 2 cm/s, and found the results were 374 

comparable with those in Figure 2 (Fig. 4A). Together, these results suggest that, 375 

following shock day, place cell ensembles represent mouse position at a finer scale. 376 

 377 

Inhibitory avoidance-induced remapping is stronger near the threat 378 
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We next investigated if these firing changes are modulated by distance to threat. To 379 

address this, we modified the previously described assay such that the shock grid was 380 

localized to the rightmost side of the enclosure (see Fig. 5A and Methods). In this 381 

assay, the large enclosure size was critical, as it allowed us to examine the associations 382 

of shock with distinct locations. Again, to control for speed decrease following fear 383 

acquisition, only non-freeze samples within a specific speed range (see Methods) were 384 

included in the analysis, such that there was no significant speed difference pre- and 385 

post-shock. A total of 6463 neurons were recorded from all mice during all sessions. An 386 

average of 175 place cells were recorded during each session from each mouse (see 387 

Methods for place cell criteria). We determined that 256 neurons were active across all 388 

analyzed sessions, and 2662 neurons were active across half of these sessions. Across 389 

contiguous local grid sessions, 15.21% +/- 0.79 of place cells exhibited stable place 390 

fields (see Methods for stability criteria). 391 

 392 

Fear acquisition in this local grid assay caused a strong aversively-motivated response 393 

and a marked change in firing properties. There was a steep reduction in the fraction of 394 

time mice spent on the shock grid, as well as an increase in the number of stretch-395 

attend postures and freezing duration (Fig. 5B). Importantly, these aversively-motivated 396 

responses largely extinguished by the end of the experiment, showing that data was 397 

collected throughout the extinction process. However, mice continued to explore the 398 

non-gridded side of the enclosure. The changes observed in place cell firing properties 399 

resembled those in the full grid assay. Mean event rate and place field size decreased 400 

for extinction epoch 1 and spatial information content increased for extinction epochs 1-401 
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2. (Fig. 5C). These results were maintained for the more typical speed range of greater 402 

than 2 cm/s (Fig. 4B, top). 403 

 404 

As hypothesized, the effects of shock delivery on place cell firing properties were also 405 

modulated by distance to threat. In the following analyses, we compare changes in firing 406 

properties of cells with place field centers on the left (opposite threat) and right (towards 407 

threat) sides of the enclosure (Fig. 5D-5G), relative to baseline. Compared to pre-shock 408 

baseline, post-shock extinction 1 and extinction 2 sessions show an increase in place 409 

fields on the right side of the context containing the shock grid (Fig. 5D). In extinction 410 

epoch 1, place cells on the left (away from the shock grid) and right sides of the 411 

enclosure exhibited a respective increase and decrease of mean event rate from 412 

baseline (Fig. 5E). Both groups showed a similar decrease in place field size (Fig. 5F). 413 

Right-side place cells also exhibited a significantly greater increase in spatial 414 

information content than left-side place cells (Fig. 5G). These data indicate that several 415 

measures changed more markedly near the threatening shock grid than the safer left 416 

side. These measures include a decrease in mean rate and increase in spatial 417 

information content and number of place field centers, demonstrating stronger 418 

remapping near the shock grid. Moreover, these results indicate that the observed 419 

changes in place cell firing properties are not mere byproducts of decreased spatial 420 

sampling, as a significant change in both place field size and spatial information content 421 

was observed for place cells encoding both the left and right sides of the enclosure. As 422 

before, these results were comparable for the more typical speed range of greater than 423 

2 cm/s (Fig. 4B, bottom). 424 
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 425 

Inhibitory avoidance-induced change in place cell stability 426 

To determine how fear acquisition affected place cell stability over time, we analyzed 427 

rate map similarity for place cells in all control and local grid sessions (Fig. 6A-6C). The 428 

control correlation matrix (Fig. 6B) shows a gradual increase in correlation over time, as 429 

well as a high degree of similarity between temporally distant sessions. In contrast, the 430 

local grid correlation matrix (Fig. 6A) shows two large discontinuities: the preshock 431 

(days 1-6) and extinction 3 (days 14-16) sessions exhibit high within-epoch stability, 432 

while shock and extinction 1-2 (days 7-13) sessions appear relatively unstable. These 433 

three distinct periods bear little resemblance with one another. This effect is quantified 434 

in Fig. 6C; while the control grid shows a gradual increase in rate map correlation, the 435 

local grid exhibits a significant decrease in this measure for extinction 1-2, rebounding 436 

for extinction 3. Thus, the highest instability in the rate map across days was observed 437 

in the sessions immediately following shock, which is when the fear-induced behavioral 438 

changes were most prominent (Fig 5B).  439 

 440 

Despite these changing correlation dynamics, there is a fairly consistent amount of peak 441 

shift, or the distance separating coregistered place field centers between sessions (Fig. 442 

6D). There is also a significantly higher percentage of place fields gained and lost in the 443 

local grid assay than the control assay (Fig. 6E-6F), demonstrating that fear acquisition 444 

induced a higher turnover of cells. This likely contributes to the instability observed in 445 

extinction 1-2. While the fraction of place cells to coregister within epochs is the same 446 

for local grid and control sessions at baseline, local grid place cells show a significant 447 
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increase in this measure over control following shock (Fig. 6G). Moreover, place cells 448 

with fields on the right, but not left, side of the enclosure showed increased stability 449 

across days following shock (Fig. 6H). Based on this measure, place cells with place 450 

field centers nearer the localized threat exhibited greater between-session stability. 451 

 452 

Inhibitory avoidance assay differentially affects freeze and nonfreeze cells 453 

We next investigated if place cells also encode defensive behavior elicited by this 454 

threat, specifically freezing (see Methods for behavioral criteria). Freeze duration 455 

increased following shock and subsequently decreased over repeated extinction 456 

sessions (Fig. 5B). To investigate if CA1 cells encode freezing behavior, we used a 457 

generalized linear model (GLM) to identify cells that exhibited calcium activity increases 458 

during freeze behavior. The model was fit to the activity of each cell, with freeze indices 459 

as the predictor variable and freeze coefficient as the measure of fit. Freeze onset times 460 

were consistently rolled by multiples of 2-second intervals and a bootstrap distribution 461 

built from the resulting GLM coefficients. A cell was considered a freeze cell if its 462 

coefficient exceeded 95% of the bootstrap coefficient values.  463 

 464 

Remarkably, a group of neurons was identified that preferentially fired during freeze 465 

behavior, referred to here as ‘freeze cells.’ Figure 7A depicts example freeze and 466 

nonfreeze cell activity over the course of multiple freeze bouts, as well as mouse speed. 467 

For individual sessions, freeze cells preferentially fired during freeze bouts, quite distinct 468 

in this regard from nonfreeze activity (Fig. 7B). Interestingly, the Spearman correlation 469 

of freeze and nonfreeze ensemble activity across epochs showed a significant decrease 470 
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following shock (Fig. 7C). There was no significant difference between calcium decay 471 

duration of freeze and nonfreeze cells (p=0.25, Wilcoxon rank-sum test; nonfreeze cell 472 

decay duration 3.28s +/- 0.10; freeze cell decay duration 3.37 +/- 0.09).  473 

 474 

Freeze cells showed a high degree of behavioral tuning. Mean behavior-aligned freeze 475 

cell activity was quite distinct from nonfreeze activity and increased prior to freeze 476 

onset, indicating that these cells are not merely reflecting current freezing (Fig. 7D).  477 

Moreover, they exhibited significantly greater activity during freeze behavior than 478 

walking, stretch-attend posture and other low speed moments (Fig. 7E). To establish 479 

the propensity of this group to fire during freeze, as well as address the possibility we 480 

had overfit the neural data, we trained a generalized linear model on only the initial half 481 

of freeze epochs per session (training data). We then calculated how these freeze cells 482 

fired during the latter half of freeze epochs (testing data), excluding those that occurred 483 

within 10 seconds of the training data (to avoid contamination of the testing set by the 484 

slowly decaying calcium signal; see Methods). We observed that freeze cells were 485 

active during a significantly higher percentage of freeze events per session than 486 

nonfreeze cells, for both the behavioral instances used to train the model and those 487 

reserved for testing (Fig. 7F-7G).  488 

 489 

Many of these freeze activated cells also encoded spatial information (referred to as 490 

‘freeze activated place cells’; Fig. 7H). Of all identified cells for each local grid session, 491 

8.7% +/- 0.5 were categorized as freeze cells (see Methods for freeze cell criteria), and 492 

39.2% +/- 1.4 of these freeze cells also showed enough spatial selectivity to be 493 
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classified as place cells on the same session. This is significantly less than the 494 

percentage of all cells, 53.4%, that fulfilled place cell criteria (p < 0.001, Fisher’s exact 495 

test). For each local grid session, only 6.4% +/- 0.5 of place cells were also categorized 496 

as freeze cells (Fig. 7I). The firing properties of these freeze activated place cells were 497 

similar to those seen in all place cells, and showed similar dynamics over the course of 498 

extinction, displaying decreased place field size and increased spatial information 499 

following fear acquisition (Fig. 8A-8C). Due to our use of a synapsin promoter, the 500 

genetic identity of this group of freeze cells is unknown.  501 

 502 

Freeze cells encode freeze behavior rather than freeze location. 503 

Place field centers of freeze activated place cells were distributed across the length of 504 

the enclosure (Fig. 9A-B) and were located at a significant distance from individual 505 

freeze locations (Fig. 9C). For sessions in which freeze bouts occurred at different 506 

locations of the enclosure, 90% of all freeze cells were active across multiple quarters of 507 

the enclosure (Fig. 9D-E, see Methods). These results indicate that freeze cells encode 508 

behavior independently from behavior location. 509 

 510 

Freeze cell activity is distinct from putative sharp wave ripple activity. 511 

We next determined whether freeze cell activity is distinct from putative sharp wave 512 

ripple activity (Foster and Wilson 2006; Diba and Buzsáki 2007; Davidson, Kloosterman, 513 

and Wilson 2009; Karlsson and Frank 2009; Singer and Frank 2009; Jackson, Johnson, 514 

and Redish 2006; Gupta et al. 2010), a phenomenon characterized as 100-250 Hz 515 

ripple oscillations within brief 50-400 ms epochs that often describe past or future 516 
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movement trajectories. Similar to freeze cell activity in the current study, sharp wave 517 

ripples are ensemble events known to occur at low speed moments in hippocampal 518 

CA1 recordings. We cannot unambiguously identify sharp wave ripple activity, as we did 519 

not record local field potentials and will therefore discuss ‘putative sharp wave ripples’ 520 

(pSWRs). Figure 10A (top) depicts example cells that are primarily active during either 521 

freeze behavior or pSWRs, defined as samples in which the number of active neurons 522 

exceeds 3 standard deviations as previously published (Davidson, Kloosterman, and 523 

Wilson 2009) (Fig. 10A, bottom). In agreement with the literature, the mean pSWR 524 

duration (+/- 1 s.e.m.) was 169.33 ms, +/- 1.33, indicating the majority of these events 525 

occur within a single recorded sample (1/7.5=133.33 ms, as the sampling frequency 526 

was 7.5 Hz). 527 

 528 

Both the mean z-scored calcium activity of all cells and the number of coactive neurons 529 

is greater during pSWRs than freeze behavior (Fig. 10B). Freezes rarely accompany 530 

pSWR activity, as only 3.53% +/- 0.010 of all freeze samples occur during pSWRs (Fig. 531 

10C). Also, in agreement with the previous reports (Joo and Frank 2018; Foster and 532 

Wilson 2006), the gross majority of pSWRs (85.99% +/- 4.18) occurred during non-533 

locomotive, non-freeze moments (Fig. 10C). Given the difference in behavior and neural 534 

activity during freeze bouts and pSWR events, it is likely they are separate phenomena.  535 

 536 

Discussion 537 

Summary of Findings 538 
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In the present study, we demonstrate that an inhibitory avoidance assay decreased 539 

place field size and increased spatial information content. Interestingly, these effects 540 

scaled with threat proximity, suggesting an enhancement of threat encoding following 541 

shock. This is the first study to investigate the long-term effects of fear acquisition on 542 

place cell remapping. We thus describe the effects of fear acquisition and extinction on 543 

key stability metrics, finding that the inhibitory avoidance assay induced a period of 544 

decreased between-session spatial correlation and greater place cell turnover, followed 545 

by a period of enhanced stability that appeared in parallel with the extinction of fear 546 

behaviors. Finally, we identify a novel group of freeze activated neurons that encode 547 

both freeze behavior and, in some instances, spatial location with a canonical place field 548 

independent of the freezing location. 549 

 550 

Comparison with prior fear-induced remapping reports 551 

Following the delivery of shock in both full and local grid assays, place cells responded 552 

with a decrease in mean event rate and place field size and an increase in information 553 

content—changes that, altogether, suggest an enhanced encoding of mouse position. 554 

This shift makes intuitive sense, as the coding of space on a finer scale would allow for 555 

improved threat avoidance.  556 

 557 

These findings expand on previous studies, demonstrating that changes in the 558 

emotional valence of a context can alter place cell firing properties. Before discussing 559 

this body of work, it is important to note that none of these remapping studies 560 

implemented a classical contextual fear conditioning protocol with unavoidable and 561 
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inescapable foot shock as US. Moita et al. 2012 perhaps came closest, delivering an 562 

inescapable and unavoidable shock to the eyelid. In the case of Wang et al. 2012 and 563 

2015, the US was a coyote-urine soaked cotton square while Kim et al. 2015 564 

implemented a surging robotic predator. In these instances, while the US was 565 

unavoidable, it was, to some extent, escapable. The same is true for the presently 566 

described full and local grid assays. While classical foot shock served as the US, this 567 

shock was avoidable/escapable so that spatial sampling would not be reduced by 568 

excessively high levels of freezing. Thus, we use “inhibitory avoidance” rather than “fear 569 

conditioning” to describe the present assays. Despite these variations, the discussed 570 

assays all reported some form of contextual fear-induced behavioral change and some 571 

degree of hippocampal remapping. Therefore, they are relevant to the discussion and, 572 

while not adhering to a precise classical fear conditioning protocol, are related under the 573 

broader category of fear-induced remapping studies. 574 

 575 

In contrast to our findings, studies using shock (Moita et al. 2004; Wu et al. 2017) and 576 

predator odor (Wang et al. 2015) as the US showed a null effect of contextual fear on 577 

information content; further, Moita et al. reported an increase in place field size following 578 

shock. These discrepancies could be explained by any number of experimental 579 

differences including the explicit location for shock in the present study, species (mice 580 

vs. rats), the amount of preexposure to the experimental context, the strength of the US, 581 

as well as the behavioral motivation (self-motivated exploration vs. foraging for food 582 

pellet), though the relative contributions of these factors remain unclear. 583 

 584 
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We further demonstrated that fear-induced remapping scaled with distance from the 585 

shock grid. Only one previous study (Kim et al. 2015), to our knowledge, has 586 

investigated place cell remapping at variable distance to threat; exposing a mouse to a 587 

surging “predatory” robot induced a significant change in rate map correlation nearest 588 

the threat. This remapping was not stable and reverted following removal of the robotic 589 

predator. We similarly observed fear-induced spatial remapping, though the changes 590 

did not revert to baseline in the post-threat sessions (Fig. 6A) and were accompanied by 591 

increases in both information content and place field count and a decrease in place field 592 

size that were more pronounced near the grid (Fig. 5). Thus, remapping in the current 593 

report was longer lasting and involved changes in several more place cell features than 594 

robotic predator-induced remapping. While the predatory robot was aversive, shock-595 

induced pain is a considerably stronger and more salient US—a difference that could 596 

explain the greater degree of remapping we observed. 597 

 598 

We also described, to an unprecedented degree, the long-term effects of fear 599 

acquisition on place cell stability. Previous studies were limited by their use of implanted 600 

electrodes, which can shift over time, making it difficult to record from the same neuron 601 

for many days. Addressing this issue with chronic calcium imaging technology, we 602 

initially examined one key stability metric—the correlation of place cell rate maps over 603 

time. This provided a novel look at the changing hippocampal spatial code from pre- to 604 

post-shock epochs. The control data exhibit a gradual increase in place cell rate map 605 

correlation across both contiguous and temporally distant sessions (Fig. 6B), indicating 606 

that the hippocampal spatial code grows more stable with repeated exposure to an 607 
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unchanging environment (Gonzalez et al. 2019). In contrast, the local grid correlation 608 

matrix (Fig. 6A) is composed of three qualitatively dissimilar periods; the preshock and 609 

extinction 3 epochs are both characterized by high within-epoch stability, though bear 610 

little resemblance to one another, while the extinction 1-2 epochs show significantly less 611 

within-epoch stability than baseline (Fig. 6C). Thus, there is higher instability in the 612 

spatial code during sessions immediately following shock exposure, which is also when 613 

the most robust fear-induced behavior was observed (Fig. 5B). During the final sessions 614 

when this fear-induced behavior had largely extinguished (Fig. 5B) the hippocampal 615 

representation converged onto a new stable representation (Fig. 6A), in agreement with 616 

the view that extinction is new learning rather than erasure of the fear memory. These 617 

data indicate that fear behavior is correlated with decreased spatial map stability across 618 

days. 619 

 620 

This finding agrees in part with previous work (Wang et al. 2015), showing that 621 

exposure to a mild US, predator urine odor, induced spatial remapping. These post-622 

extinction rate maps (24 and 48 hours post-extinction) were also less correlated with 623 

one another than observed in the control data, suggesting that the inhibitory avoidance 624 

assay would induce a chronic decrease in rate map stability. However, in light of the 625 

present results, the continued instability reported by Wang et al. was likely due to 626 

incomplete fear extinction. Given the extended recording duration afforded by calcium 627 

imaging, we were able to show that, following a longer extinction period, rate maps 628 

eventually converge to a novel, more stable spatial representation. In fact, based on 629 

changes to other stability metrics, such as the significant increase in the fraction of 630 
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place cells to coregister between sessions (Fig. 6G-H), this representation grows more 631 

stable by late extinction than that of the control group. 632 

 633 

Characterization of a novel freeze activated population in the hippocampus 634 

While previous studies have analyzed the effects of an US on place cell remapping, 635 

they did not consider place cell activity during fear-induced freezing behavior. It was, 636 

therefore, unknown if hippocampal CA1 neurons might play an additional role in coding 637 

fear-induced aspects of behavior. Here we have identified a novel group of cells that is 638 

preferentially active during freezing bouts and not during other low speed moments or 639 

behaviors (Fig. 7E). Perhaps unsurprisingly, this cell group also shows some degree of 640 

spatial selectivity, as 39.2% +/- 1.4 of all freeze cells also fulfilled place cell criteria (Fig. 641 

7I).  642 

 643 

This conjunction of freeze and place coding suggested a possible confound—perhaps 644 

these freeze cells were encoding a stereotyped freeze location rather than freeze 645 

behavior. Previous work has, in fact, characterized a group of hippocampal place cells 646 

that code for spatial location during non-fear related immobility (Kay et al. 2016), a 647 

behavior distinct from defensive freezing. In a series of analyses, we show that the 648 

presently-described freeze cells encode freeze behavior rather than freeze location. (1) 649 

Freeze activated place cells recruited by single freeze events shared no common 650 

spatial representation, as their place fields were widely scattered across the enclosure 651 

(Fig. 9A-C). (2) The majority of freeze cells (90%) were active during freeze bouts at 652 

multiple locations within the enclosure (Fig. 9D-E), providing strong evidence that freeze 653 
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activated place cells independently represent spatial location and freeze behavior. (3) 654 

Regarding the cell group reported by Kay et al., the freeze cells of the present study are 655 

located in the CA1 region of the hippocampus while those encoding spatial location 656 

during immobility are specific to the CA2 region. Altogether, given these findings, it is 657 

clear these freeze cells independently encode behavior and spatial location and are 658 

distinct from the reported population in CA2. 659 

 660 

In summary, we build on previous pioneering research to show that, in addition to 661 

encoding the geometry of an environment, hippocampal place cells encode space to a 662 

finer degree following fear acquisition, an effect that scales with distance to threat. 663 

Additionally, a previously unrecognized group of hippocampal CA1 cells robustly 664 

encodes freeze behavior. Together these results enrich our understanding of the long-665 

term remapping dynamics following a fearful stimulus, as well as the role the 666 

hippocampus may play in related defensive behaviors. 667 

 668 
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 806 

Figure Legends 807 

Figure 1. Experimental design, example data and analysis for full grid assay. A, 808 

Illustration of full grid inhibitory avoidance assay and epoch sequence. B, Mean path 809 

length (left), freeze duration (middle) and number of stretch-attend postures (right) of 810 

mice across recording epochs for (top) full grid assay and (bottom) control no shock (No 811 

shk) assay. (n=6 fullgrid; n=4 control). Statistical comparisons are performed by 812 

Wilcoxon rank-sum test for baseline/ext. 1 and baseline/ext. 2 sessions, as well as for 813 

matched sessions of the control assay. C, Example paths from day 6 (baseline), day 8 814 
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(extinction epoch 1) and day 13 (extinction epoch 2). D, Example injection site, showing 815 

lens placement (dotted line) and expression of GCaMP6f in the hippocampal CA1 816 

region. E, Example imaging field of view with cell bodies, color coded by coregistration 817 

procedure across the first and last day of recording (Days 1 and 13, respectively). F, 818 

Example raw calcium traces from a subset of cells recorded during a single session. G, 819 

Rows depict the rate maps of all place cell instances in all full grid sessions along the 820 

length of the full grid enclosure, sorted by place field center location relative to distance 821 

from the left wall (n=17051). H, Normalized rate maps of an example place cell, stable 822 

across recording epochs. * p < 0.05,** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 823 

 824 

Figure 2. Fear acquisition decreases mean rate, place field size and increases 825 

information content. A, Example rate maps of place cell with a decrease in mean rate 826 

from baseline to extinction (Ext). B, Example rate maps of place cell with a decrease in 827 

field size from baseline to Ext. C, Correlation of change in field size and change in mean 828 

rate from baseline to Ext 1 and 2 (n=1620 Ext 1, n=1535 Ext 2; baseline/Ext 1 829 

Spearman r = -0.03, p > .05; baseline/Ext 2 Spearman r = 0.00, p > .05). D, Correlation 830 

of the change in spatial information content and place field size from baseline. (n=1620 831 

Ext 1, n=1535 Ext 2; baseline/Ext 1 Spearman r = 0.12, p < .001; baseline/Ext 2 832 

Spearman r = 0.14, p < .001) For E-G, statistical comparisons are performed by 833 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test for paired cells at baseline/Ext 1 and baseline/Ext 2 (see 834 

Methods). E, Changes in place cell firing properties from baseline across epochs of the 835 

full grid assay. Bars show the changes in firing properties (+/- 1 s.e.m.) of pooled place 836 

cells that coregister between baseline and Ext epochs 1 and 2. (n=1620 baseline/Ext 1; 837 
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n=1535 baseline/Ext 2) F, The change in spatial information content from baseline to 838 

extinction 1 and 2 epochs, recalculated for only place cells that did not show a 839 

concurrent decrease in place field size (n=793 baseline/Ext 1; n=748 baseline/Ext 2). G, 840 

Changes in firing properties of hippocampal CA1 place cells across epochs of control 841 

(no shock) assay. Bars show the changes in firing properties (+/- 1 s.e.m.) of pooled 842 

cells that coregister between no-shock days 4-6 and days 8-10 and 11-13 (n=302, days 843 

4-10/days 8-10; n=304, days 4-10/days 11-13). ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 844 

 845 

Figure 3. Effects of behavioral sampling on place cell firing properties. A, Bars depict 846 

the same place cell firing properties described in Fig. 2E, but resampled such that, for 847 

each session, there is an equal number of samples from the left and right side of the 848 

enclosure (n=1620 baseline/Ext 1; n=1535 baseline/Ext 2). B, (top) Lines depict 849 

example tracks from pre- and post-shock sessions. (bottom) Bars show the fraction of 850 

time the mouse spent at binned positions along the length of the enclosure, with the 851 

corresponding bimodality coefficient in red. C, The correlation of the bimodality 852 

coefficient with mean event rate, place field size and information content for all preshock 853 

sessions (n=36 preshock sessions). *** p < 0.001. 854 

 855 
Figure 4. Place cell firing properties calculated using samples for which the speed was 856 

higher than 2 cm/s. A, Changes in place cell firing properties from baseline across 857 

epochs of the full grid assay. Bars show the changes in firing properties (+/- 1 s.e.m.) of 858 

pooled place cells that coregister between baseline and Ext epochs 1 and 2. (n=1620 859 

baseline/Ext 1; n=1535 baseline/Ext 2). Statistical comparisons are performed by 860 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test for paired cells at baseline/Ext 1 and baseline/Ext 2. B, (top) 861 
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Changes in firing properties from baseline across epochs of local grid assay. Bars show 862 

the changes in firing properties from baseline of pooled place cells (+/- 1 s.e.m.) that 863 

coregister between baseline (BL) and extinction (Ext) epochs 1, 2 or 3. Statistical 864 

comparisons are performed by Wilcoxon signed-rank test for paired cells at baseline/Ext 865 

1, baseline/Ext 2 and baseline/Ext 3. (bottom) The change in firing properties for place 866 

cells with place field centers on the left (L) or right (R) side of the enclosure across 867 

epochs. Bars show the change in firing properties (+/- 1 s.e.m.) from baseline of pooled 868 

place cells, L and R, that coregister between baseline and Ext epochs 1, 2 or 3 (n=1630 869 

baseline/Ext 1; n=1591 baseline/Ext 2; n=1576 baseline/Ext 3). Statistical comparisons 870 

made by Wilcoxon rank-sum test for change in left and right sides (n=24 per epoch). * p 871 

< 0.05, *** p < 0.001. 872 

 873 

Figure 5. Remapping effects are more prominent near the shock grid. A, Illustration of 874 

local grid inhibitory avoidance assay and epoch sequence. B, Bars show percent time 875 

spent on the shock grid, path length, the number of stretch-attend postures and freeze 876 

duration (+/- 1 s.e.m.) for recording days 4-16 (n=8). C, Changes in firing properties of 877 

hippocampal CA1 place cells across epochs of local grid assay. Bars show the changes 878 

in firing properties from baseline of pooled place cells (+/- 1 s.e.m.) that coregister 879 

between baseline (BL) and extinction (Ext) epochs 1, 2 or 3. (n=1630 baseline/Ext 1; 880 

n=1591 baseline/Ext 2; n=1576 baseline/Ext 3). Statistical comparisons are performed 881 

by Wilcoxon signed-rank test for paired cells at baseline/Ext 1, baseline/Ext 2 and 882 

baseline/Ext 3. D, Top: Distribution of place field centers for all mice in example 883 

baseline and extinction 1 sessions. The number of place fields in the left and right side 884 
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are annotated inside the histogram. Note that, in extinction 1, there is an increase in the 885 

number of fields on the right side, which contains the shock grid. Middle: Bars show the 886 

percent change in the number of place field centers (+/- 1 s.e.m.) from baseline on the 887 

left and right sides of the enclosure for Ext epochs 1-3 in shocked mice. Statistical 888 

comparisons made by Wilcoxon signed-rank for change in left and right sides (n=8 per 889 

epoch). Bottom: Same as middle but for control mice (n=4 per epoch). For E-G, the 890 

change in firing properties for place cells with place field centers on the left (L) or right 891 

(R) side of the enclosure across epochs. Bars show the change in firing properties (+/- 1 892 

s.e.m.) from baseline of pooled place cells, L and R, that coregister between baseline 893 

and Ext epochs 1, 2 or 3. E, Top: Example place fields on the left and right sides of the 894 

enclosure that respectively increase and decrease mean rate. F, Top: Example place 895 

fields on left and right sides of the enclosure that decrease place field size. G, Top: 896 

Example place fields on the left and right sides of the enclosure that increase 897 

information content. (Local grid: n=701 baseline/Ext 1 left; n=886 baseline/Ext 1 right; 898 

n=657 baseline/Ext 2 left; n=899 baseline/Ext 2 right; n=704 baseline/Ext 3 left; n=866 899 

baseline/Ext 3 right; Control: n=150 baseline/Ext 1 left; n=171 baseline/Ext 1 right; 900 

n=166 baseline/Ext 2 left; n=158 baseline/Ext 2 right) * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 901 

0.001. 902 

 903 

Figure 6. Place field stability measures are affected by the inhibitory avoidance assay. 904 

A, Correlation matrix showing Pearson r values of the rate maps of coregistered place 905 

cells in the local grid and B, control (no-shock) assays across days. For each session 906 

correlation pair, only rate map locations with > 5 samples in both sessions were used. 907 
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C, Bars show the mean correlation of coregistered cells within neighboring sessions of 908 

each epoch, local grid and control. Statistical comparisons performed by Wilcoxon rank-909 

sum test between days 4-6 and all subsequent epochs (n=546, mean cell count per 910 

local grid epoch; n=97, mean cell count per control epoch). D, Bars show the amount of 911 

peak shift, defined as the distance (cm) between maximum rate map bins for 912 

coregistered neurons in neighboring sessions (n=1383, mean cell count per local grid 913 

epoch; n=295, mean cell count per control epoch). Only sessions in which > 90% of the 914 

enclosure length was explored were used in this analysis. E-F, Bars show the mean 915 

percent of place fields gained, E, or lost, F, in the first session of each extinction epoch, 916 

relative to baseline session 6. Statistical comparisons performed by Wilcoxon rank-sum 917 

between days 8-13 for local grid and control (n=16 local grid sessions, n=8 control 918 

sessions). G, Bars show the fraction of place cells to coregister for contiguous sessions 919 

within each epoch, local grid and control. Statistical comparisons are performed by 920 

Wilcoxon rank-sum between days 4-6 and all subsequent epochs. (n=24 local grid 921 

sessions per epoch, n=12 control sessions per epoch) H, Bars show the fraction of 922 

place cells to coregister within each epoch, separately for the left and right side of the 923 

local grid enclosure. Statistical comparisons are performed by Wilcoxon rank-sum 924 

between baseline and all subsequent epochs (n=24 local grid left and right sessions per 925 

epoch). * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 926 

 927 

Figure 7. Freeze cell stability and place coding. A, A generalized linear model was used 928 

to identify cells that are significantly modulated by freezing (see Methods). Example 929 

recording from an extinction session of (top) individual freeze and nonfreeze cells and 930 
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(bottom) the corresponding mouse speed. B, Example recording of mean z-scored 931 

freeze and nonfreeze cell activity, normalized by maximum value. C, Bars depict the 932 

Spearman correlation r-value between freeze and nonfreeze cell activity (mean z-933 

scored dF/F of all freeze or nonfreeze cells) for each session. Statistical comparison 934 

performed by Wilcoxon rank-sum test between baseline and grouped extinction epochs 935 

(n=24 baseline sessions, n=72 extinction sessions). D, Mean z-scored freeze aligned 936 

activity for all freeze cells at each behavioral instance, +/- 1 s.e.m. (n=41411 freeze 937 

aligned dF/F traces). E, Bars show the mean z-scored dF/F activity during walking, 938 

stretch, low speed (< 3 cm/s) and freeze behavior (n=2078). F, A generalized linear 939 

model was again used to identify freeze cells, but with the latter half of freeze bouts 940 

excluded (“training data” = modeled freeze bouts; “testing data” = excluded freeze 941 

bouts). To assure that no single calcium event appeared in both training and testing 942 

sets, only freeze bouts from the testing set that were separated by at least 10 seconds 943 

from those of the training set were used. For each freeze and nonfreeze cell classified 944 

in this manner, we quantified the percent of freeze bouts that were accompanied by 945 

calcium events per session (+/- 3 seconds from behavior onset). This was done 946 

separately for training and testing sets. Bars show this mean percent measure for 947 

freeze and nonfreeze cells, across both training and testing sets. G, Trace of the mean 948 

freeze cell dF/F (+/- 1 s.e.m.) for freeze bouts from the “testing data” (n=13756 freeze 949 

aligned dF/F traces; see F and Methods for details). H, Data from an example cell 950 

categorized as both freeze and place encoding. Figures show (top) the rate map for an 951 

example session and (bottom) activity for the same session with freeze behavior 952 

highlighted in green and times in which the mouse traversed the place field in yellow. I, 953 
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Pie charts show (top left) the percentage of all local grid cells categorized as freeze 954 

cells per session, (top right) the percentage of all local grid cells categorized as place 955 

cells per session, (bottom left) the percentage of these freeze cells categorized as place 956 

cells per session and (bottom right) the percentage of place cells categorized as freeze 957 

cells per session (n=16). * p < 0.05, *** p < 0.001. 958 

 959 

Figure 8. Firing properties of freeze cells that were also categorized as place cells 960 

across epochs of the local grid assay. Bars show the change in A, mean event rate, B, 961 

place field size and C, spatial information content of pooled place cells (+/- 1 s.e.m.) that 962 

are categorized as freeze cells in baseline (BL) and coregister between BL and 963 

extinction (Ext) epochs 1, 2 or 3. (n=194 baseline/Ext 1; n=183 baseline/Ext 2; n= 181 964 

baseline/Ext 3). Statistical comparisons are performed by Wilcoxon signed-rank test for 965 

paired cells at baseline/Ext 1, baseline/Ext 2 and baseline/Ext 3. * p < 0.05. 966 

 967 

Figure 9. Freeze cells encode freeze behavior rather than freeze location. A, (top) 968 

Example traces of freeze cells in the local grid assay that were also categorized as 969 

place cells and (middle) mouse speed. (bottom) Color-coded ovals depict place field 970 

centers corresponding to traces (top) of matching color. B, Rows depict the rate maps 971 

of all freeze activated place cells in all local grid sessions along the length of the 972 

enclosure, sorted by place field center location (n=1264). C, Bar depicts the mean 973 

distance (+/- 1 s.e.m.) of freeze activated place cell field centers from freeze location for 974 

all local grid recording sessions (n=5268 freeze activated place cell instances). D, (top) 975 

Example traces of freeze cells activated during freeze bouts at multiple locations within 976 
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the enclosure and (middle) mouse speed. Color-coded bouts correspond to the 977 

enclosure quadrant (bottom) in which they occurred. E, For sessions in which freeze 978 

bouts occurred in more than one quadrant of the enclosure (Fig. 9D, bottom), 90% of all 979 

freeze cells were active during freeze bouts across multiple quadrants (n=309 freeze 980 

cell instances; see Methods). 981 

 982 

Figure 10. Freeze cell activity is distinct from putative sharp wave ripple activity. A, 983 

Example recording of (top) freeze cells and cells that contribute to putative sharp wave 984 

ripple (pSWR) activity, (middle) the corresponding mouse speed and (bottom) the 985 

number of active neurons per sample, with the 3 S.D. threshold shown for pSWR 986 

categorization. B, Bars compare dF/F of all cells (left) and the number of coactive 987 

neurons (right) during all freeze bouts and pSWR events (n=1616 freeze bouts, n=8378 988 

pSWR events). C, Pie chart depicts the fraction of pSWR events that occurred during 989 

freeze bouts (3.53% +/- 0.99), periods of low speed locomotion (< 4 cm/s; 8.52% +/- 990 

3.54), high speed (> 4 cm/s; 1.96% +/- 1.27) and non-locomotive, non-freeze samples 991 

(85.99% +/- 4.18; n = 8). *** p < 0.001. 992 






















